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Lumen 8

H Series H9, H10, H11
Lumen 8
H9, H10, H11 bring a new element to the H series family, playing off a
structural hexagonal shape. Alternating the led lines of light create a
different effect from all viewing angles. Multi laying this pendant would
look fantastic in a high void or entry space. This simple, plain, yet versatile
design still utilises a slim aluminium body and high efficiency LED tape to
add the extra dimension to your space.
Whether your space is minimalistic or decorative, this geometric pendant
is guaranteed to provide the sophisticated touch that your space
deserves.
The H series H9, H10 and H11 are the standard sizes for this hexagonal
design, however, custom sizes are available on request- Just ask our
friendly designers!
For the exterior colour, go black, bronze, gold or clear anodised to
complement other features within your space.For the interior colour,
again go for a contrast to the exterior colour with black, bronze, gold or a
clear anodised.
All pendants come with: LED driver (installed remotely in ceiling), ceiling
canopy cup (80 x 80 x 25mm), 2m Stainless Steel Suspension, Cable Grip.
The light source is 14w LED tape (1100 lumens p/metre), with a colour
temperature of either 3000k or 4000k.
IP 20.
View the full, downloadable brochure for the entire H Series range HERE

Product Name

H Series H9, H10, H11

Manufacturer

Lumen 8

Product Code

L8 H9,H10,H11/_/_/_

Material

Aluminium

Colours

Black, Bronze, Gold, Clear Anodised

Dimensions

H9 - 1800Ø (mm)
H10 - 1200Ø (mm)
H11 - 800Ø (mm)
*Custom sizes available on request

Lamp
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14w LED Strip
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Lumens

1100lms per metre

CRI

CRI80+

Voltage

24v

IP

IP20

